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1. INTRODUCTION 
A square matrix is called doubly stochastic (d.s.) if all its elements are 
nonnegative and all row-sums and column-sums are equal to 1. Denote by 
Q, the convex polytope of all 7t x TZ d.s. matrices. A well-known result due to 
Birkhoff [l] asserts that !& is the convex hull of all n x 1z permutation 
matrices. 
A square matrix is called doubly-substochastic (d.s.s.) if all its elements are 
nonnegative and all row-sums and column-sums are at most equal to 1. 
Denote by fl, the set of all n x n d.s.s. matrices. Using certain results of 
convex sets, Mirsky [4] determines the extreme points of rl, by proving that 
d, is the convex hull of all the n x n matrices having at most one element in 
each row and each column equal to 1 while all the remaining elements are 
equal to 0. 
Let r, be the set of all stochastic and symmetric matrices of order n. 
Recently [2] we gave the following construction of the extreme points of T’,, . 
For any permutation T = ~,a, 1.. a, of the numbers from 1 to 12 resolved 
into its disjoint cycles, we construct the matrix S(T) E I’, in the following 
way. If(m) is a cycle of CT of length 1, we put 1 in the position (m, m) and zeros 
in the remaining positions of the m-th row and column. If CJ is the cycle (mn), 
we put 1 in the positions (m, n) and (n, m). If u = (ab .*a kl) is of even length, 
we put 1 either in all the positions 
(4 w, (b, 4 cc, 4, (4 4.Y (k I), (6 4 
or in all the positions 
(1) 
(b> 4, cc, &.., (4 4, (a, 1). (2) 
Finally, if u = (ub a** kl) is of odd length, we put 4 in all the positions 
(a, 4, (h 4, (b, 4, (c, b),..., (k 4, (4 q, (I, a), (a, I>. (3) 
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For given n and r varying over the set of all permutations of order n, we 
denote the class of these matrices by ,Zn . The main result proved in Ref. [2] 
is that Z, is the set of extreme points of r,, . 
In this note we consider the set A,, of all n x 71 substochastic and symmetric 
matrices. Using Mirsky’s methods and the just stated result of Ref. [2], we 
obtain the extreme points of A, . 
if 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SET OF EXTREME POINTS 
Let A, B be two n x n matrices with real entries. We shall denote A < B 
aij < bii , i, j = 1, 2 ,..., TZ. 
LEMMA 1. For any D E A,, there exists C E I’, such that D < C. 
Proof. 
n 
Suppose that Cy=, dij = ri , 1 < i < n, where 0 < rl < 1 and 
Ci=r ri < n. Denote by E the n x n symmetric matrix with the entries 
The row sums and column-sums of E are I - ri , 1 < i <n, hence 
C = D + E belongs to r, and dij < Cij , 1 < i, j < n, which proves 
Lemma 1. 
We use the following notation: Let A be any n x n real matrix and denote 
by A* = (at), the matrix whose entries are defined by the following equali- 
ties for i, j = 1, 2 ,..., 12, 
* aij = a*j ,  if aij + aji t 0, 
= 0, if aij + aji < 0. 
We also set (A, B) = Ci,j aijbij , where A and B are two given n x n matrices. 
LEMMA 2. Let A be any real matrix of order n and D E A,, . Then there 
exists S E Z,, such that 
(A, D) < (A*, 9. (4) 
Proof. Clearly, (A, D) < (A*, 0). A ccording to Lemma 1, there exists 
C E r,, such that D < C which implies (A*, D) < (A*, C). As (A*, C) is a 
linear expression in cii , i, j = 1, 2,..., n, there exists S E &, such that 
(A*, C) < (A*, S), which proves Lemma 2. 
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We now bring a result on convex sets which appears in Ref. [3]: 
LEMMA 3. The vector (x1 ,..., x,,) lies in the convex hull of Y given vectors 
(Xkl ,***> x&, I < k < Y, if and only if for any numbers a, ,. .., a, 
Let &O, (&O 3 ZJ be the set of all symmetric matrices obtained from the 
matrices of & by replacing some ones or some halves at symmetrical positions 
(or on the main diagonal), by zeros. 
LEMMA 4. A, is the convex hull of &O. 
Proof. Let S be the matrix in ,& which appears in (4). We define the 
matrix So = (s$) as follows for i, j = 1, 2 ,..., 12, 
0 si, = sij ) if aij + aji b 0, 
= 0, if aij + aji < 0. 
It follows that (A*, S) = (A, So) and from (4) it follows that (A, D) < (A, So). 
As A is arbitrary, Lemma 3 implies that D belongs to the convex hull of 
,Ztio. Conversely, since A, is convex and 2,” belongs to A, , any matrix in the 
convex hull of Zno belongs to A,, which proves Lemma 4. 
We characterize now those matrices in &a which are extreme in A,, . 
LEMMA 5. Let S(a) be the extreme matrix in r, with halves in the 
positions (3) corresponding to the cycle u = (ab “. kl) of length s, where s is an 
odd number. Then S(a) is also an extreme point of A, . 
Proof. Suppose that 
S(0) = au + (1 - a) V, O<cu<l, U, VEA,. (5) 
It follows that the half in the position (a, 6) satisfies 
&=OLU,b+(l-OL)v,b. (6) 
Equality (6) implies that u,~ = v,~ = $. Indeed, if 0 < u,~ < 4 and 
$<v ab < 1, then due to the symmetry of U and V, the same equality holds 
for uba and vba . It follows that $ < ubc < 1 since otherwise the sum of the 
two entries in the b-th row of V would be larger than 1. Continuing this way 
we obtain that Q, and t~,~ are both less than + . But this implies that the cor- 
responding entries v,~ and v,~ are both larger than 4 , which contradicts 
VGA,. Hence u,~=v~~=u~~=v~~=~~~=u~~=v~~=~, i.e., U= 
V = S(u) which completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
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Suppose now that SO E ,ZsO is obtained from S(u) by replacing some halves 
in symmetric positions by zeros. Then 
where U and L’ are (0 - 1) matrices such that each remaining 4 gives rise to 
a 1 either of U or of I/, but if two halves remain in the same row, then one 
creates a 1 of U, the other - of V. Equality (7) implies that SO is not extreme 
in A, . 
If S E Z1,O contains only zeros and ones, then S is obviously extreme in A, . 
We summarize the above discussion in the following: 
THEOREM. Let A,,O be the set consisting of all the matrices of & and all 
matrices which can be obtained from the matrices qf 2& by replacing some ones at 
symmetric places or on the main diagonal by zeros. Then A,O is the set of extreme 
points of A, . 
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